Abstract-This paper considers the design of secondary wireless mesh networks which use leased frequency channels. In a given geographic region, the available channels are individually priced and leased exclusively through a primary spectrum owner. The usage of each channel is also subject to published interference constraints so that the primary user is not adversely affected. When the network is designed and deployed, the secondary user would like to minimize the costs of using the required resources while satisfying its own traffic and interference requirements. This problem is formulated as a mixed integer optimization which gives the optimum deployment cost as a function of the secondary node positioning, routing, and frequency allocations. Because of the problem's complexity, the optimum result can only be found for small problem sizes. To accommodate more practical deployments, two algorithms are proposed and their performance is compared to solutions obtained from the optimization. The first algorithm is a greedy flow-based scheme (GFB) which iterates over the individual node flows based on solving a much simpler optimization at each step. The second algorithm (ILS) uses an iterated local search whose initial solution is based on constrained shortest path routing. Our results show that the proposed algorithms perform well for a variety of network scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION Wireless mesh networks are currently being deployed as a cost-effective method of delivering high speed wireless Internet access. For example, mesh networks based upon the IEEE 802.11 air interface are now being standardized by the IEEE 802.11s task group, using unlicensed frequency spectrum. Unfortunately, these types of networks are often deployed in areas where the unlicensed bands suffer from excessive spectrum pollution. This may lead to unacceptable behavior due to uncontrollable co-channel interference from other spectrum users. This is especially an issue when the network offers real-time services which require reliable channel conditions.
An alternative to the unlicensed scenario is to use more tightly controlled channel sharing where a primary spectrum owner has excess available bandwidth. In this case the primary user may agree to lease these resources to the secondary mesh network operator. This type of sharing is already being considered. For example, a recent FCC directive has allowed the secondary use of frequency bands reserved for broadcast television, subject to spectrum owner interference constraints [1] . The availability of these channels may vary with geographic location and is determined by a spectrum broker who sets the pricing of each channel at a given location. The use of this spectrum is also subject to secondary user interference constraints so that the primary users are reasonably unaffected. Given the cost and interference constraints of the available spectra, a secondary network operator would like to design its network so that leasing costs are minimized while not exceeding its own channel interference constraints.
In this paper we consider the practical deployment of secondary wireless mesh networks that use leased frequency spectra. The objective is to find the minimum cost placement of the secondary mesh nodes based on published primary network spectral leasing costs which may be a function of geographic location. The design is complicated by the fact that it must incorporate secondary node positioning, routing, and frequency allocation, subject to both primary and secondary network cumulative interference constraints.
The design problem is formulated as a mixed integer optimization which gives the minimum cost of the secondary network deployment. Due to the complexity of the problem however, the optimum design is difficult to obtain except for small problem sizes. To accommodate more practical deployments, two algorithms are proposed and their performance is compared to the optimum bound. The first algorithm uses a greedy flow-based approach (GFB) which iterates over the node flows based on solving a simpler optimization at each step. The second algorithm (ILS) is based on an iterated local search whose initial solution uses constrained shortest path routing. Our results show that they perform well for a variety of network scenarios.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
In this section we briefly discuss previous work that is related to our paper.
Secondary wireless mesh network design has been considered in Reference [2] , where the secondary network is configured based on the availability of frequency channels belonging to a primary network. This work considers the design from a game theoretic viewpoint, involving competitions between multiple primary network owners and between different secondary users. This work however, does not consider the placement and frequency assignment for the secondary user basestations.
This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject matter experts for publication in the WCNC 2010 proceedings.
Reference [3] describes IP-based Service Overlay Networks (SONs) where the total network deployment cost is minimized by the proper placement of nodes and the appropriate acquisition of links from the primary owner.
A cooperative cognitive overlay mesh network design is proposed in [4] and [5] . In this work, it is assumed that the secondary network can be deployed over the infrastructure of the primary user, without adding any additional hardware to the existing nodes. A transmitter or a relay node in the primary network can assume the role of a secondary transmitter, since it has a priori information about the messages that are being transmitted. This scheme allows for network capacity maximization, since simultaneous packet transmission is possible in otherwise mutually interfering areas.
The work in [6] presents a mathematical formulation of the joint logical topology design, interface assignment, channel allocation, and routing in multi-channel wireless mesh networks. A local search algorithm was used to solve the optimization problem due to the high complexity involved in finding optimal solutions for large-scale networks. In [7] , a scheme for interference management in WLAN mesh networks using free-space optical links was presented. A mechanism based on a genetic algorithm was proposed for managing both interference from internal network links and external interference.
Reference [8] discusses joint frequency assignment and routing in cognitive radio networks. An optimization is used to improve fairness in networks based on the IEEE 802.11 standard. In this work there is no primary network and pricing is not introduced in the formulation. The work in [9] is another that deals with joint physical, link and network layer optimization, in which user rate maximization is desired.
The problem dealt with in our paper differs significantly from those discussed above. The proposed algorithms incorporate the published spectrum pricing, secondary node positioning, routing, and frequency allocation, subject to both primary and secondary network cumulative interference constraints.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In the networks considered, we assume that the primary mesh network is fully deployed and has excess frequency spectrum available for use by a secondary user based on longterm leasing. It is assumed that the leasing costs are timeinvariant and are available in advance of the secondary user network deployment. The costs of leasing spectrum will vary with geographic location and are expected to be a function of the scarcity of frequency channels in the different regions. The use of any spectrum is also subject to published primary network cumulative interference constraints. User demands of the secondary network are specified by a multi-commodity bandwidth flow matrix which may be time-varying. The set of flows is denoted by F , and each is referred to by an ordered pair consisting of its source and destination, i.e., f (s,d) . We also assume that the secondary user has specified a list of pre-determined candidate locations for its nodes. In order to distinguish between flows and links, we use l m,n to refer to a link between Nodes m and n. The objective of the secondary network design is to minimize the network spectrum leasing costs by making an appropriate selection of frequency spectrum, node locations, and traffic routing. The formulation combines these selections under multiple primary and secondary network cumulative interference constraints. Figure 1 shows an example of deployed primary and secondary networks. The primary network consists of eight nodes, shown with black circles, which communicate using frequency channels that define the links shown with dashed lines. The candidate secondary network node locations are shown as a set of 30 node positions, indicated by unshaded circles, arranged in a 5 × 6 grid with the selected links and the corresponding selected secondary nodes and frequency channels. In the following sections, we define an optimization problem which can be used to obtain the minimum secondary network deployment cost.
We define a 
for all m, n ∈ N . γ sd is the traffic flow rate from secondary Node s to secondary Node d. The aggregate traffic must not exceed the link capacity constraint, i.e.,
for all l m,n ∈ L and c ∈ C, where C is the set of available channels. Λ represents the maximum acceptable link utilization level, while α c mn is the capacity of the link from secondary Node m to secondary Node n on Channel c.
A logical link is defined as a physical link that is selected for use. The following additional binary variables are also defined. 
for all m ∈ N. We can now write the flow conservation constraint, and assuming that s, d, m, n are secondary nodes, the following equality must be satisfied for all
The secondary network design must be constrained so that it does not affect the operation of the primary network. We define β (m,n),(o,p) as the interference created between secondary Links l m,n and l o,p when both are using the same frequency channel. We use βpr (u,v) , (o,p) to introduce the interference between primary link l u,v and secondary link l o,p . The interference constraint for the secondary links is
for all l m,n ∈ L and c ∈ C. In this equation, P is the set of primary nodes and N are the secondary candidate nodes. I c m,n introduces external interference on the secondary link l m,n operating on frequency Channel c. B is the maximum tolerable interference level over each secondary link. In order to avoid exceeding the tolerable interference on primary links, they are also included in the above summation. K is defined as a large value, so that when x c mn = 0, the constraint is satisfied.
For primary nodes, we must also consider the fact that introduced interference from secondary nodes should not exceed a predetermined limit, i.e., 
for all i ∈ N and where p ic is the price of Channel c at Node i. We define d i as,
for all i ∈ N . The following constraint ensures that the total number of nodes is less than a predetermined value M ,
The total cost, which is the objective function in the optimization problem can be written as,
Our optimization problem is to find the best candidates between physical links, node locations and routing so that the total cost of leasing frequencies is minimized while satisfying the constraints introduced above. The complete problem can now be written as, 
This problem is very complex and can easily be shown to be NP-complete, as it includes graph coloring as a special case. An approach for solving these problems is the branch and bound method, however, to accommodate reasonable problem sizes, it is necessary to consider suboptimal methods. In the following section, we discuss two different approaches. The performance of these algorithms is compared in Section V and is also compared with the optimum result for some small network design examples.
IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS
The first approach is referred to as the Greedy Flow-Based (GFB) Algorithm and is summarized in Algorithm 1. In this algorithm, the optimization problem is performed on the flows consecutively and separately. First, the flows are arranged in a predetermined order. Then starting from Flow 1, the optimization from Section III is performed assuming that the traffic matrix only consists of Flow 1. The routing, node placement, and frequency assignment of Flow 1 is then fixed, and the same optimization is used to find the result for Flow 2. The same process is followed for all of the remaining flows until all of the traffic flows are routed.
A different approach for finding suboptimal solutions in large scale optimization problems is the iterated local search (ILS) technique [6] [10] . An algorithm based on this is shown in Algorithm 2. We start with an initial solution to the problem. Then for every two secondary nodes, if there is a logical link in use between them, we perform the optimization problem from Section III assuming that the network remains fixed except for those two nodes and every link between them. If the new solution improves over the previous one, then we update the topology and the new set of logical links. This local search is done for all logical links.
The ILS Algorithm is very promising since it is a local search and can be used for dynamic cases when there is a local change in the network. In this algorithm, the initial solution is determined by performing the optimization for each flow separately (i.e., using the GFB) when the objective function finds the shorts paths, without considering link prices.
Set the traffic matrix equal to zero except for flow f (s,d) .
3:
Solve the optimization from Section III.
4:
Fix the variables that are set in the current optimization. 
5:
Solve the optimization problem for the specific pair of connected nodes and links. 6: Unfix the fixed variables. 7: end if 8: end for Finding the shortest paths for all the flows would increase the computation size dramatically, something that we want to avoid.
V. RESULTS
We start by comparing the algorithms while varying the number of traffic flows. We assume a primary network with 9 nodes operating over five frequency channels as shown in Figure 2 with dotted lines and black circles. Secondary candidate nodes are assumed to be spread uniformly over a rectangular area, as shown by white circles. The traffic matrix is randomly generated for different source and destination pairs and also for different numbers of flows. The interference threshold is set in a way to prevent overlapping links in both primary and secondary networks, and the assumed normalized prices are as follows, 10 price units for Channel 1, 20 for Channel 2, 30 for Channel 3, 40 for Channel 4 and 50 for Channel 5. We have assumed that different regions have the same frequency prices and in this example we assume that the traffic flows are fixed. Figure 2 depicts a typical secondary network deployment and routing when three traffic flows were assigned in the secondary network with 20 candidate places for nodes. Solid lines depict the selected secondary links, and the chosen frequency is also shown for each link. As seen in the figure, the most heavily used frequency channels are Channels 1 and 2, and it is clear that the secondary network has avoided the congested section of the primary network. This is obviously required to meet the interference constraints of the primary network, and the total normalized cost in this deployment is 300.
In the next example we investigate the effect of changing link utilization, and the number of flows for both algorithms. In this case, 30 candidate secondary nodes are assumed with the same configuration as discussed in the previous example. The link capacity is equal to 3 for all secondary links. It Tables I to III . Because of the high computational load of finding the optimal results and also the limited available resources, the optimal results are found for less than four traffic flows. In all of the results that we have considered, both algorithms do a reasonable job of obtaining low cost solutions. Comparing the average results in Tables I and II shows that GFB generally outperforms ILS. This can be justified by considering the fact that GFB tries to minimize the cost at every iteration, but the local search starts with shortest paths for flows, and then tries to minimize the cost. The shortest path initial solution does not always provide a good starting point. Thus it is reasonable to expect more expensive results from ILS in general, but as can be seen from Tables I and II, there are several instances where ILS has outperformed GFB, i.e, when link utilization is 0.6 for 5, 6, 8, 9 and 10 traffic flows. This is because in GFB, when a path is chosen for a flow, it may lead to excessive cost for future routed flows. This happens since routing and placement is done for flows consecutively without considering their mutual interaction. The same argument can be made for the ILS Algorithm, but in this case, routing and frequency assignment are done separately, because the shortest path found in the initial solution doesn't consider the channel costs. Finding the appropriate frequency channels for each link is done in the local improvement step. Thus there is more freedom in the ILS Algorithm, and less chance of abrupt cost increases. The effect of changing link utilization is also investigated in Tables I and III . As can be seen from the averaged values, that decreasing the link utilization increases the overall cost of the secondary network deployment, since the secondary network owner must pay for more links. A contradicting point is that sometimes decreasing link utilization has decreased the network price. For example, in GFB, when the number of flows is set to 8, decreasing the link utilization from 0.5 to 0.4 has reduced the cost from 730 to 610. Similarly, in ILS with 9 traffic flows, decreasing the utilization from 0.8 to 0.7 has resulted in a cost decrease from 540 to 500. This is because both GFB and the initial solution in ILS do the flow optimization separately, and thus they do not have any information about the remaining un-routed traffic. Sometimes a lower link utilization makes the optimizer choose a different path for a specific flow, which results in less expensive paths for the remaining traffic flows, and thus the overall network cost may be reduced. But again, the average values show that in most of the cases, the decrease in link capacity has resulted in the increase of the secondary network's overall cost. From a computational load point of view, both algorithms require much less time than the optimal solution and we are able to solve very large problems. For example, when finding the optimal solution for three flows, optimal results required 10 million or more iterations on average, but this figure in the proposed algorithms was less than 100,000, however, ILS is faster GFB. The ILS search is more suitable when there is a local change in the network. The modified ILS algorithm consists of two steps, i.e., finding the initial solution and the local improvement of the link cost. In the first step, since it only considers hop count without regard for link price, far few iterations than GFB is needed. The second step requires a very small number of iterations to perform, because for every link, the optimizer needs to search a very limited space. Thus both steps of the modified ILS algorithm require a much smaller number of iterations than the price-based GFB.
To further explore the algorithms. we also investigate the effect of increasing the secondary network size. We fixed the number of flows to six, the maximum link utilization to 0.5, and the link capacity equal to three. Then the number of secondary node candidates was changed from 10 to 50. Traffic flows were generated randomly and the average values are shown in Table IV . These results show the close performance of both algorithms, where for some network sizes (e.g., 10 and 35), GFB has resulted in lower costs, and in others, (e.g., 15 and 20), ILS has shown better performance.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have considered the design of secondary wireless mesh networks where frequency channels are obtained by leasing from a primary bandwidth owner. The usage of each channel is subject to interference constraints so that the primary user is not unduly affected by the operation of the secondary user. When the network is designed and deployed, the secondary user would like to minimize the costs of using the required resources while satisfying its own traffic and interference requirements. This problem was formulated as a mixed integer optimization that describes the secondary node positioning, routing, and frequency allocations, subject to various constraints.
Due to the problem's high complexity, the optimum design can only be found for small problem sizes. To obtain more practical deployments, two algorithms were proposed and their performance was compared to solutions obtained from the optimization. The first algorithm is a greedy flow-based scheme (GFB) which iterates over the individual node flows based on solving a much simpler optimization at each step. The second algorithm (ILS) uses an iterated location search whose initial solution is based on constrained shortest path routing.
Our results showed that the algorithms perform well for a variety of network scenarios. It was also shown that GFB generally outperforms ILS, but there are instances where ILS had better solutions than GFB.
The reduction in computation size using the proposed algorithms was also discussed, and it was found that ILS is faster than GFB, while producing generally higher cost solutions.
